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A simple lattice-gas model for the electrocatalytic carbon monoxide oxidation on a platinum
electrode is studied by dynamic Monte Carlo simulations. The CO oxidation takes place through a
Langmuir–Hinshelwood reaction between adsorbed CO and an adsorbed OH radical resulting from
the dissociative adsorption of water. The model enables the investigation of the role of CO surface
mobility on the macroscopic electrochemical response such as linear sweep voltammetry and
potential step chronoamperometry. Our results show that the mean-field approximation, the
traditional but often tacitly made assumption in electrochemistry, breaks down severely in the limit
of vanishing CO surface mobility. Comparison of the simulated and experimental voltammetry
suggests that on platinum CO oxidation is the intrinsically fastest reaction on the surface and that
CO has a high surface mobility. However, under the same conditions, the model predicts some
interesting deviations from the potential step current transients derived from the classical nucleation
and growth theories. Such deviations have not been reported experimentally. Furthermore, it is
shown that our simple model predicts different Tafel slopes at low and high potential, the qualitative
features of which are not strongly influenced by the CO mobility. The comparison of our simulation
results to the experimental literature is discussed in some detail. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~98!70738-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electrocatalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide on
platinum electrode is one of the most intensively stud
systems in electrocatalysis.1–15 The understanding of the ad
sorption and electrochemical oxidation of poisonous CO
of paramount importance in the development of improv
low temperature fuel cells. Furthermore, CO is a relativ
simple molecule which is ideally suited for model studies
molecular adsorption at the metal/electrolyte interface,
its oxidation mechanism is believed to be a simp
Langmuir–Hinshelwood surface reaction.In situ electro-
chemical measurements such as STM and FTIR,14 as well as
information obtained on emersed electrodes in UHV,6,11 has
yielded a wealth of structural data on CO adsorption on pl
num single-crystal electrodes. However, it has remained r
tively unclear how these microscopic structural features
more generally the distribution of adsorbed CO on the e
trocatalyst surface, affect the overall macroscopic elec
catalytic activity. Questions like what role is played by t
surface migration of CO and the possible formation of
lands during the oxidation are not easily resolved by s
essentially static methods.

In this paper we want to address these questions th
retically by studying a simple reaction model for the C
oxidation on a Pt~100! electrode using Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations. In theoretical treatments of the electrochem
response of electrocatalytic systems, such as linear sw
and cyclic voltammetry, the analysis is usually based
6050021-9606/98/109(14)/6051/12/$15.00
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macroscopic reaction-rate or isotherm equations deri
from the so-called mean-field approximation. The Mon
Carlo technique offers the possibility to calculate the ex
electrochemical response for the reaction model under st
without any further approximation introduced in the statis
cal mechanics. Monte Carlo methods have already been
in surface electrochemistry to describe the~competitive! ad-
sorption of ions at single-crystal electrodes.16–18 However,
no extensive use has yet been made of dynamic Monte C
simulations in electrochemistry~but see Refs. 17–19!, and
there has not yet appeared a Monte Carlo study of cy
voltammetry including the correct time dependence of
rate constants. By a special method which allows the in
duction of time-dependent reaction rate constants in
Monte Carlo algorithm in a computationally efficient an
exact way,20 we can obtain cyclic voltammograms and chr
noamperometric transients on relatively large lattices in
limited amount of computer time. Since CO oxidation h
been modeled extensively at the Pt/gas interface,21 it also
seems a good starting point for the modeling of electroca
lytic phenomena at the Pt/solution interface.

The model we study is a simple ‘‘A1B’’ reaction on a
square lattice. Although such a model is certainly not su
ciently realistic if one aims at understanding the detai
structural features of CO adsorption at the metal/electro
interface, we believe that as far as the macroscopic elec
chemical response of the CO oxidation is concerned,
model is able to provide some interesting new insights i
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the importance of microscopic features such as mixing,
eral diffusion, and island formation. These results certai
have relevance to CO oxidation, but clearly also to any ot
electrochemical ‘‘A1B’’ reaction.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give
reaction model for CO oxidation on Pt~100!, as well as the
system’s equations based on the mean-field approxima
Next we discuss briefly how our MC method solves the m
ter equation describing the configurational changes on
lattice with the correct time dependence, and in particu
how it deals with the time dependence of the rate const
in a linear sweep or cyclic voltammetry experiment. T
results of extensive simulations of the voltammetry and ch
noamperometric potential-step transients are presente
Sec. III. The simulations will be compared to the mean-fi
predictions, to the classical nucleation-and-growth theo
and to experiment, aiming to assess the importance of la
CO diffusion on the electrocatalytic performance of the s
face. Section IV summarizes our main results and discu
the possibilities for future theoretical and experimental wo

II. THEORY AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. The reaction model

As early as 1964, Gilman1 proposed that the electro
chemical CO oxidation in acidic solution involves a surfa
reaction between adsorbed CO molecules and an adso
oxygen-containing species. The exact nature of this la
species, the two most likely candidates being adsorbed w
and adsorbed hydroxyl, is still somewhat controversial.
electrochemical measurements indicate that both the for
tion of the oxygen-containing species and the CO oxidat
reaction are potential dependent, we will adhere to the m
commonly accepted view that it is an adsorbed OH spe
resulting from the dissociative water oxidation. In acidic s
lution, the reaction model is:

H2O1*
OHads1H11e2, ~2.1!

COads1OHads→CO21H11e212* , ~2.2!

with ‘‘ * ’’ denoting a free surface site.~More realistically, an
empty site would correspond to a physisorbed water m
ecule.! For simplicity, both species are assumed to comp
for the same on-top sites on a square lattice. It is known
for high CO coverages the most dominant binding site
CO is the on-top site.8 The adsorption site for OH on
transition-metal surfaces is controversial and presumably
pends on the lateral adsorbate interactions;22 in ab initio
quantum-chemical calculations, the preferred adsorption
on small Pt clusters is found to be the one-fold on-top sit23

From in-situ IR and STM measurements, at high CO cov
ages some CO is known to be adsorbed on the bridge-bo
and multicoordinated sites.8,14 The oxidation of the latter
gives rise to a small prewave in the voltammetric curve
Pt~111!. Clearly our model will not be able to reproduce su
a prewave.

In our model, the reaction between CO and OH can o
take place if they occupy neighboring sites. The rate c
stants of the reactions are assumed to obey the But
Volmer law for electrochemical reactions,28 and are given by
Downloaded 21 Apr 2005 to 131.155.151.26. Redistribution subject to AI
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kOH,ads5k15k1
0 exp~a1e0E/kBT!, ~2.3!

kOH,des5k215k21
0 exp~2~12a1!e0E/kBT!, ~2.4!

kCO2,des5k25k2
0 exp~a2e0E/kBT!, ~2.5!

where thea ’s are the transfer coefficients~taken 0.5 in all
that follows!, E is the electrode potential, ande0, kB , andT
have their usual meaning. In the following, the subscri
‘‘1,’’ ‘‘ 21,’’ and ‘‘2’’ refer to the OH adsorption, OH de-
sorption and the CO oxidation reactions, respectively. T
rate constantsk1

0 andk21
0 include the water and proton con

centrations at the surface, respectively, which are both
sumed to be constant. The reaction rate constants all hav
dimension s21. The total current density due to these rea
tions is given by Faraday’s law

i 5e0~v12v211v2!, ~2.6!

wherev j denotes the rate of thej th reaction~in cm22 s21).
The mean-field expressions for these reaction rates are g
by

v15Gsk1~12uOH2uCO!, ~2.7!

v215Gsk21uOH, ~2.8!

v25GsZk2uCOuOH, ~2.9!

where Gs is the number of surface sites per cm2 ('1.32
31015 for a Pt~100! surface!, andZ54 ~the number of near-
est neighbors on a square lattice!.

The time evolution of the average coveragesuCO and
uOH is given by the differential equations,

Gs

duOH

dt
5v12v212v2 , ~2.10!

Gs

duCO

dt
52v2 . ~2.11!

To calculate a linear sweep or cyclic voltammogram, t
equations are solved by specifying a certain initial condit
~usually uCO(t50)5uCO

i and uOH(t50)50) and a certain
potential sweep programE(t)5Ei1vt, with Ei the starting
potential andv the sweep rate, using standard numerical
tegration techniques.

We consider the oxidation of a certain~submonolayer!
amount of CO preadsorbed onto the surface, with no
present in the solution. Experimental saturation covera
for CO on Pt correspond to;0.7 CO per Pt site.12 In our
simulations, a coverage of 0.99 is considered as a satura
coverage. We use two different sets of rate constants, w
are given in Table I. The rate constants for OH adsorpt
and desorption were chosen such that for 50 mV s21 the OH
adsorption appears quite reversible. In the FAST set of

TABLE I. Rate constants.

Process Rate constant FAST SLOW

OH adsorption k1
0 0.02 0.02

OH desorption k21
0 104 104

CO oxidation k2
0 0.8234 8.23431025
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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6053J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 14, 8 October 1998 Koper et al.
constants, the CO1OH oxidation reaction is assumed to b
~much! faster than the OH adsorption reaction; in the SLO
set of rate constants, the CO1OH oxidation reaction is as
sumed to be~much! slower than the OH adsorption. The tw
sets enable us to make aqualitative comparison of the dif-
ferent electrochemical responses of FAST and SLO
Hence the potential axis we use is to some extent arbitr
As we will argue in Sec. III E, FAST seems qualitative
similar to the CO oxidation on Pt~100!, whereas SLOW
shows similarities with the CO oxidation on Rh~100!. In the
MC simulation, we also have to specify the rate of CO s
face diffusion, i.e., the rate of CO exchanging places with
empty neighboring site~or with a physisorbed water mol
ecule!,

COads1*→* 1COads. ~2.12!

This ‘‘reaction’’ has a rate ofD s21, corresponding to a
surface diffusion coefficient of ;102153D cm2 s21.
At the Pt/vacuum interface,D lies in the range
1029– 10211 cm2 s21 at room temperature.29 At the Pt/
water interface, no quantitative estimate ofD is known, but
one may expect it to be lower than at the Pt/vacuum interf
as CO will have to displace physisorbed water molecu
Hence, in our simulations the parameterD is varied within
the two sets of rate constants in order to assess the influ
of CO surface diffusion on the overall electrochemical
sponse. Diffusion of OH is not considered in our MC sim
lations, unless stated otherwise. Note that in our model
rate and diffusion constants implicitly incorporate the role
the interfacial solvation, as the detailed solvent structure
the Pt/solution interface is not considered in our simulati

B. Monte Carlo method for solving the master
equation with time-dependent reaction rates

For completeness, we summarize the main principles
the dynamical Monte Carlo method for solving the mas
equation with time-dependent reaction rate constants. De
of the method have been published elsewhere.20 Expressions
for the particular time dependence that we used in our si
lations are given explicitly, as these have some theoret
significance.

The master equation can be written as

dPb

dt
5(

b8
@Wb8→bPb82Wb→b8Pb#. ~2.13!

Hereb andb8 denote configurations of the adlayer, andPb

and Pb8 the probability of their occurrence. The mast
equation describes how this probability changes with ti
due to the surface reactions. These reactions have rate
stants; Wb8→b is the rate constant of the reaction th
changes configurationb8 into b. An efficient Monte Carlo
method to solve this master equation with time-depend
rate constants is the First Reaction Method. Suppose th
time t the system is in configurationb. For each reaction
b→b8 the master equation gives us a probability distrib
tion for the time that this reaction will occur. A time ste
Dtb→b8 is picked from each distribution. The reaction wi
the smallestDt occurs first. The configuration is change
Downloaded 21 Apr 2005 to 131.155.151.26. Redistribution subject to AI
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accordingly, and the time is incremented. This procedure
repeated until certain preset conditions are met~e.g., until the
final potential of a linear sweep is reached!.

All possible transitionsb→b8 can be classified into fou
categories, cf. reactions~2.1!, ~2.2!, and~2.12!. Hence there
are only four distinct values for the transition rateWb→b8 ,
namelyk1, k21, k2, andD. The general expression forki is
according to the Butler–Volmer law

ki5ki
0 expFae0E

kBT G . ~2.14!

The probabilityP(t) that this transition has not yet occurre
after a timet is then

P~t!5expF2E
t

t1t

dt8ki~ t8!G , ~2.15!

where the time dependence ofki is through the time depen
dence of the electrode potentialE. With

E~ t1t!5E~ t !1vt ~2.16!

the integral can be solved explicitly, yielding

P~t!5expF2ki
0kBT

ae0v
expS ae0E~ t !

kBT D H expS ae0vt

kBT D21J G .
~2.17!

The time interval after which the reaction occurs is th
given by the solution of the equation

P~t!5r , ~2.18!

wherer is a random deviate of the unit interval. A remar
able property of Eq.~2.17! is that if av,0 ~i.e., the activa-
tion energy increases with time, such as occurs for a red
tion reaction under a positive-going voltage ramp! there is a
finite probability thatP(t) does not go to zero whent→`,
but rather to

lim
t→`

P~t!5expFki
0kBT

ae0v
expS ae0E~ t !

kBT D G . ~2.19!

This means that there is a finite probability that the react
will not occur at all. As a consequence, Monte Carlo me
ods that are based on average reaction types, instead o
~2.18!, cannot be used, because such averages canno
defined.24

C. CARLOS

The method described above was implemented in
CARLOS program, described in detail in Ref. 25. This is
general-purpose program for dynamic Monte Carlo simu
tions of surface reactions. It also contains the Variable S
Method and the Random Selection Method, two metho
that are preferable for simulating systems with rate consta
that do not vary with time. A more complex reaction syste
for which these methods have been used can be foun
Ref. 26.

The simulations were performed on either a 1283128 or
a 2563256 square lattice with periodic boundary condition
Apart from a lower noise level on the larger lattice, we d
not observe any difference between the two lattices. All v
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tammograms and potential step transients to be prese
below were carried out on the larger lattice size. Snapsh
show the 1283128 lattice. The temperature was fixed at 3
K.

FIG. 1. Cyclic voltammograms for the FAST set of rate constants at th
different initial coverages of CO, as indicated in the figure. Sweep rate
mV s21. Thick solid line, mean field; thin dashed line,D5100; thin solid
line, D50.
Downloaded 21 Apr 2005 to 131.155.151.26. Redistribution subject to AI
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Cyclic voltammetry of FAST

In Fig. 1 we show the three cyclic voltammograms~at 50
mV s21) for stripping off oxidativelyuCO

i 5 0.99, 0.75 and
0.50 submonolayers of preadsorbed CO for three differ
CO diffusion rates. The rates constants are those from

e
0

FIG. 2. CO, OH and* coverages during the voltammetric sweeps of F
1~a!.
FIG. 3. Snapshots of the electrode surface during the voltammograms of Fig. 1~a!. Blue, OH; Red, CO; White, empty site.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FAST column of Table I. In all three cases, the initial co
figuration was a random configuration created by theCARLOS

program. The difference between the mean-field voltamm
try (D5`) and theD50 voltammetry is the largest for hig
initial coverage@uCO

i 50.99 in Fig. 1~a!#. As OH has to ad-
sorb in the ‘‘holes’’ in the CO layer, there are large regio
of CO that can be oxidized only at the perimeter of the
isting holes. If CO diffuses, these holes effectively diffu
and the OH adsorption can take place at many differ
places, making more CO available for attack by OH. Furth
more, CO can diffuse towards OH already present on
surface and react. Both mechanisms enhance the mixing
suppress the formation of large holes. The former mec
nism is the most important, which is illustrated by the fa
that diffusion of OH has little influence on the voltammet
for DCO50, as the CO molecules that are not at the per
eter of the holes can still not react if CO does not diffu
Even though no large holes are formed when CO diffus
the number of free sites on the surface is much higher t
without CO diffusion, as illustrated in Fig. 2, which show
the various coverages during the positive-going poten
sweep. As is clear from the observed responses, poor mi
leads to a relatively broad peak in the voltammogra
whereas high CO diffusion rates lead to the sharp and nar
peaks predicted by the mean-field approximation. We n
also that the broad peak forD50 is essentially independen
of the CO oxidation rate; even for very fast CO oxidati
rates, the voltammetric peak is still broad and not shar
peaked.

Figure 3 shows snapshots of the catalyst surface at v
ous potentials during the sweep. It is clearly seen that
D50 the CO is oxidized only at the rim of a few holes. No
that, since the CO oxidation rate is higher than the OH
sorption rate, the holes are mostly empty in the poten
range of the oxidation peak. Only after the CO has be
oxidized and the potential is raised further, the surface g
fully occupied by OH. In contrast to theD50 case, forD
5100 no significant formation of large holes is observed

For the lower initial coverages of CO@Figs. 1~b! and
1~c!#, there are more free sites for the OH adsorption to s
and fewer CO molecules exist that can be oxidized only
the growing of existing holes~if CO would not diffuse!.
Hence, the CO oxidation peak shifts to lower potentials a
D50 voltammogram starts resembling theD5100 and the
mean-field voltammogram. Also note that the H2O oxidation
and OH reduction peaks coincide exactly with the mean-fi

FIG. 4. Peak potentialEp as a function of the logarithm of the sweep ratev.
Downloaded 21 Apr 2005 to 131.155.151.26. Redistribution subject to AI
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approximation, as this is a monomolecular surface react
Hence, no MC simulation of the return scan of the cyc
voltammogram was carried out.

It is common practice in linear sweep or cyclic voltam
metry experiments to determine the potential,Ep , at which
the current exhibits a peak, as a function of the scan ratv.
For the simple irreversible oxidation~or reduction! of an
adsorbed species, this species being the only one prese
the surface, a plot ofEp vs logv yields a slope of 2.3
kBT/ae0'119 mV for T5300 K and a50.5.27 For the
Langmuir–Hinshelwood-type of mechanism Eqs.~2.1! and
~2.2!, this rule no longer applies. As an exact analytical de
vation of the peak potential of Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.2! is not
possible~but see Sec. III C!, we have plotted the numericall
calculated peak potential vs logv in Fig. 4 for both mean
field andD50. The plot is curved in a similar way for th
two cases, and a slope of 119 mV is observed only for
highest scan rates. For the lowest scan rates, both mean
and D50 predict a slope of;40 mV. Palaikiset al.5 have
reported slopes of theEp vs logv plots for the CO oxidation
on Pt~100! and Pt~111! of 6063 and 8065 mV, respectively,
Richarz30 reports a slope of;70 mV for the CO oxidation
on polycrystalline Pt. However, these slopes were de
mined in the relatively narrow scan rate range 5–1
mV s21, exactly the range where the plot is not expected
be linear according to both our simulations. In fact, if a fe
theoretical data points in this range are subjected to a lin
fit, slopes of;60–80 mV are obtained. Richarz30 mentions
that deviations from a straight line are found at higher sc
rates, and from the few experimental data given by him
deduce that the slope indeed becomes steeper. An analy
derivation of the slopes at low and highv will be given in
Sec. III C.

Experimentally, the CO oxidation peak on Pt~100! is
sharp and would resemble the mean-field voltammogram
Fig. 1~a!, suggesting that CO diffuses quickly on the Pt su
face. However, ‘‘sharpness’’ is a rather subjective qua
that depends on the scales of the axes. A more quantita
test is desirable. Potential step experiments, as describe
the next section, could provide such a test.

FIG. 5. Potential step current transients for the FAST set of rate const
from a 0.99 CO monolayer to four different final potentialsEf , as indicated
in the figure. Note that time and current axes are different for all fo
potentials.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. Potential step chronoamperometry of FAST

Potential step experiments provide the best way to st
electrochemical reactions that proceed through the nu
ation and growth of reactive islands. McCallum a
Pletcher2 have studied the CO oxidation on polycrystalline
by potential step experiments, and Love and Lipkows7

have repeated these experiments for single-crystal electro
MC simulations of potential step transients of a model sim
lar to ours were recently reported by Petukhov.31

Figure 5 shows the current transients obtained by s
ping from a potential at which auCO

i 50.99 CO submono-
layer is stable, to four different final potentialsEf . The tran-
sients as predicted by the mean-field equations are also g
~dashed lines!. At the most positive final potential@Fig. 5~a!#,
the transient is not very sensitive to the CO diffusion ra
The curves forD50 and D5100 are indistinguishable
though both deviate strongly from the mean-field transie
This is understandable as at such positive potentials, pr
cally all the holes in the CO layer and empty sites are fil
up immediately by OH, leaving no room for CO surfa
migration. At less positive final potentials@Fig. 5~b!#, we
start observing differences in the current transients. There
apparently enough vacant surface sites to allow CO diffus
to have an influence on the chronoamperometric respo
For a potential at the foot of the voltammetric oxidation pe
in Fig. 1~a!, the qualitative shape of the transients is sign
cantly different, as shown in Fig. 5~c!. The transient for fast
diffusion (D5100) rises much faster than forD50, and
collapses very rapidly after having reached its maximum c
rent. This transient is now quite close to the mean-field tr
sient. For extremely low final potentialEf @Fig. 5~d!#, even a
slow diffusion D51 gives a transient markedly differen
from theD50 transient, though the fast decay after the c
rent maximum, as in Fig. 5~c!, no longer occurs. We not
also that the asymmetric transients for mean field in F
5~a! and 5~b! and for mean field andD5100 in Fig. 5~c!
were not found by other authors who carried out a poten
step analysis of a Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism v
similar to ours.30,31

The origin of the shape of the transients and the diff
ence between the two transients for slow and fast sur
diffusion can be understood, at least qualitatively, by d
cussing the classical theory for the nucleation and growth
two-dimensional films.28,32Let M0 be the number of holes in

FIG. 6. Current transients for instantaneous and progressive nucleation
growth.
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the initial CO layer. In the case of a so-called instantane
nucleation, these holes are occupied instantaneously. If
nucleus grows at a ratekG , the total ‘‘extended’’ area cov-
ered byM0 nonoverlappingislands is

Sex
inst}M0kG

2 t2. ~3.1!

In the case of progressive nucleation, the nucleation rate i
low that kNt!1 such that the number of nuclei grows lin
early in time,M (t)5kNM0t, wherekN is the nucleation rate
constant. The extended area now scales with the third po
of the elapsed time

Sex
prog}M0kNkG

2 t3. ~3.2!

At longer times, islands start to coalesce. In the case tha
nuclei are distributed randomly over the surface, the areS
that is actually covered by the coalescing islands is relate
the extended area by Avrami’s theorem,33

S512exp~2Sex!. ~3.3!

Avrami’s theorem holds for islands of equal sizes as well
for islands of unequal sizes. Note that we consider unit a
in the general case,S andSex are in fact fractional coverage
u anduex ~whereuex may exceed 1!. The concomitant cur-
rent transient is obtained by

i ~ t !}
du

dt
. ~3.4!

This leads to well-known expressions for the current tra
sients in the cases of instantaneous and progressive n
ation, first derived by Bewick, Fleischmann, and Thir
~BFT!.32 For instantaneous nucleation, one finds:

i ~ t !}M0kG
2 t exp~2pM0kG

2 t2!, ~3.5!

and for progressive nucleation:

i ~ t !}M0kNkG
2 t2 exp~2pM0kNkG

2 t3/3!. ~3.6!

These transients are illustrated in Fig. 6. We find that
equation for progressive nucleation fits quite well the M
transients of FAST for slow CO diffusion. This is unde
standable as the OH formation reaction is slower than
CO oxidation reaction for all potentials, and hence an inst
taneous nucleation mechanism could not apply. The rea
why deviations from the BFT theory are observed for fa
CO diffusion as in Fig. 5~c! lies in a breakdown of the
Avrami theorem. ForEf50.275 V, the ‘‘islands’’ consist of

ndFIG. 7. The logarithm of the time of the current maximum as a function
the final potential.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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mainly empty sites with;10% OH, and hence the CO ca
diffuse into the existing islands and react. This case,
reaction occurring on already existing islands, is prohibi
in the derivation of the Avrami theorem. This effect cause
higher peak current in the transient, and a faster decay a
the current maximum, as observed in Fig. 5~c!. For very low
final potentials, such as in Fig. 5~d!, CO can only be oxidized
if an OH happens to adsorb next to it, since the equilibri
coverage by OH at these low potentials is essentially z
Finally, we note that if OH diffuses withDOH5100, and
DCO50, the transient in Fig. 5~c! does not change apprecia
bly with respect toDOH50: the current maximum shifts to
slightly lower time ~1.4 s!, but the shape of the transien
remains the same.

Experimentally, Love and Lipkowski7 have found that,
at low final potentials, the transients are well described
the BFT theory for progressive nucleation, with an init
quadratic rise in current, as in our model simulation for lo
CO diffusion rates. For higher final potential, the shape
the experimental transients of Love and Lipkowski chan
into the one typical for an instantaneous nucleation mec
nism, with an initial linear rise in current~Fig. 6!. Such be-
havior is not observed in our simulations.

As the inverse of the time corresponding to the curr
maximum can be taken as a measure of the reaction
Love and Lipkowski have plotted the logarithm of the tim
of the current maximum against the final potentialEf . In
Fig. 7, we present such a Tafel plot obtained from our sim
lations. Two different slopes, at high and low final potenti
are observed. This change in slope is also observed ex
mentally. Note that these slopes do not depend on the sur
diffusion rateD. For low Ef , the slope is ca. (40 mV!21;
for high Ef , the slope is ca.~119 mV!21. The experimental
slopes obtained by Love and Lipkowski for Pt~100!, Pt~311!
and Pt~111! seem to be approximately twice as small, i.
~80 mV!21 and (240 mV!21, resp. A similar discrepancy
with experiment is observed for the SLOW set of rate co
stants; a discussion of the possible origin of this differen
will be postponed to Sec. III E.

The values of the slopes at low and high final poten
can be understood by having a closer look at the Langm
Hinshelwood mechanism Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.2!. First, for a
progressive nucleation and growth transient, the time co
sponding to the current maximum is given by

tmax5S 2

pkNkG
2 D 1/3

~3.7!

and hence the slope is

2
d log tmax

dE
5

1

3

d log kN

dE
1

2

3

d log kG

dE
. ~3.8!

For very high final potentials, the OH desorption is neg
gible both with respect to the OH adsorption and the C
1OH oxidation reaction, so that effectivelykG'kN . The
nucleation rate constant is simply the rate of OH adsorp
v1, whose potential dependence predicts a slope
2.3kBT/ae05119 mV, in agreement with the simulation. F
very low final potentials, the OH desorption is much fas
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than the CO1OH reaction. Hence we can treat the O
adsorption/desorption reaction as being in quasiequilibriu
that is,

uOH
eq 5

kads,OH~12uCO!

kads,OH1kdes,OH1kCO2 ,desuCO

'
k1

k21
expS e0E

kBTD ~12uCO!. ~3.9!

The nucleation rate is now

kN5v1'kads,OH~12uOH
eq 2uCO!

5
k1

2

k21
expS ~11a!e0E

kBT D ~3.10!

and the growth rate is

kG5v25kdes,CO2
uOH

eq uCO

'
Zk2k1

k21
uCO~12uCO! expS ~11a!e0E

kBT D . ~3.11!

Both predict a slope of 2.3kBT/(11a)e0'40 mV, and
hence from Eq.~3.8! a slope of 40 mV is expected, in agre
ment with the simulation results.

Results completely similar to those shown in Fig. 7 a
obtained if instead of the logarithm of the current maximu
the logarithm of the slope of the initial part of thei vs t2

transient@or, more precisely, the~slope!1/3] is plotted vs the
final potential.

From the above, we conclude that the change in sl
observed in Fig. 7, that is also observed experimentally
not due to a change in nucleation-and-growth mechani
i.e., from a progressive at low to an instantaneo
nucleation-and-growth mechanism at high potentials. T

FIG. 8. Cyclic voltammograms for the SLOW set of rate constants at th
different initial coverages of CO, as indicated in the figure. The sweep
is 50 mV s21. Thick solid line, mean field; thin dashed line,D5100; thin
solid line,D50.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Snapshots of the electrode surface during the voltammograms of Fig. 8~a!. Blue, OH; Red, CO; White, empty site.
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has been implied by Love and Lipkowski, who indeed a
observed a change in the shape of the current transient
function of the final potential. However, the nucleation-an
growth mechanism is progressive for all potentials plotted
Fig. 7, and the transients have the corresponding shap
similar result holds for the instantaneous nucleation-a
growth mechanism, as will be shown in Sec. III D. In th
model, the change in slope is caused by the multistep c
acter of reaction mechanism, in particular through the
sorption reaction; OH desorption does not play a role at h
potentials, whereas it plays a non-negligible role at low p
tentials.

C. Cyclic voltammetry of SLOW

In Fig. 8 we show the voltammetric results~at 50
mV s21) obtained with the rate constants given in t
SLOW column of Table I, for three different initial CO cov
erages. Because the CO1OH reaction is now slow with re-
spect to the OH adsorption, the CO oxidation peak occur
a potential more positive than the OH adsorption/desorp
peaks. Again it is seen that the deviations from the me
field approximation are the most significant for high initi
CO coverage. In contrast to the FAST voltammetry, there
very few empty sites on the surface. Therefore it is m
difficult to suppress island formation, even forD5100, as
can be seen in Fig. 9, which shows snapshots of the sur
during the CO oxidation peak of Fig. 8~a!.

In Fig. 10 the peak potentialEp is plotted as a function
Downloaded 21 Apr 2005 to 131.155.151.26. Redistribution subject to AI
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of log v. Again a nonlinear plot is obtained, which chang
slope from 40 mV at lowv to 119 mV at highv. A simple
explanation to understand this feature follows the argume
of the previous section. At lowv, the peak potential occur
in a potential region where OH desorption is the fastest
action and hence OH can be considered in a kind of qu
equilibrium. The CO oxidation rate is then governed by E
~3.11!. At high v, the peak potential occurs in a potenti
region where OH desorption can be neglected and the
adsorption is the fastest process. As can be seen from
snapshots in Fig. 9, in this potential regionuOH'12uCO and

FIG. 10. Peak potentialEp as a function of the logarithm of the swee
ratev.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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hence the rate of CO oxidation is, in the mean-field appro
mation

duCO

dt
52Zk2uCO~12uCO!exp~ae0E~ t !/kBT!. ~3.12!

Equations~3.11! and~3.12! have exactly the same structur
apart from the different proportionality constant in the exp
nential term. Given thatE(t)5Ei1vt, and uCO(t50)
5uCO

i , the solution of this differential equation reads

uCO~ t !5
Q~E~ t !!

11Q~E~ t !!
, ~3.13!

where for Eq.~3.12! the Q function is given by

Q~E~ t !!5 expS 2
Zk2kBT

ae0v
exp~ae0E~ t !/kBT!

1
Zk2kBT

ae0v
exp~ae0Ei /kBT!1 ln

uCO
i

12uCO
i D

5exp~ f ~E~ t !!2 f ~Ei !1C0!. ~3.14!

For Eq.~3.11! one simply replacesa by (11a). At high v,
the CO oxidation current is given by

i 5 i 0uCO~12uCO!exp~ae0E/kBT!. ~3.15!

FIG. 11. Potential step current transients for the SLOW set of rate cons
from a 0.99 CO monolayer to three different final potentialsEf , as indicated
in the figure.
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Taking the derivative of this expression with respect toE,
and realizing thatuCO depends onE according to Eq.~3.13!,
one finds the following expression for the peak potential:

f ~Ep!5
11exp~ f ~Ep!2 f ~Ei !1C0!

exp~ f ~Ep!2 f ~Ei !1C0!21
. ~3.16!

For low v, one again replacesa by (11a) in Eqs. ~3.15!
and ~3.16!. A physically acceptable solution of this proble
is one in whichEp does not depend on the starting potent
Ei such that we can putf (Ei)50. This condition is satisfied
only if (Zk2kBT/ae0v)→0, i.e., if the irreversible reaction
is very slow or the scan rate very high. To obtain the desi
relationship betweenEp and logv, we are looking for a so-
lution of the kind

f ~Ep!5A, ~3.17!

whereA is some constant which depends only onuCO
i . One

can verify numerically thatA indeed exists~for uCO
i 50.99,

A'25.00), and hence Eq.~3.17! is a solution of Eq.~3.16!.
Rearranging Eq.~3.17! gives

Ep52.3
kBT

ae0
log v1C ~3.18!

at highv, and

Ep52.3
kBT

~11a!e0
log v1C8 ~3.19!

at low v, whereC andC8 are constants that are of no co
cern to us. Hence, for highv, the slope is expected to b
2.3kBT/ae0'119 mV, and for low v 2.3kBT/(11a)e0

'40 mV. However, it has to be remembered that the ab
arguments only apply if the irreversible reaction is very slo
or the scan rate very high. Indeed, in our calculations p
sented in Sec. III A~Fig. 4!, in which the irreversible reac
tion is relatively fast, we found that for the lowest scan rat
Ep starts showing a dependence onEi and the 40 mV slope
is not found for scan rates lower than the ones shown in F
4.

D. Potential step chronoamperometry of SLOW

Figure 11 shows three potential step transients for
initial CO coverage of 0.99. ForD50, the transients corre
spond approximately to an instantaneous nucleation me

ts

FIG. 12. The logarithm of the time of the current maximum as a function
the final potential.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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nism. However, for lowEf and high diffusion rates, we ob
tain a transient with a much clearer initial quadratic rise
current, as shown in Fig. 11~c!. Under these conditions, th
high CO diffusion rate causes an enhancement of the gro
rate of the OH islands due to the improved mixing.31 Note
that, in contrast to the transient in Fig. 5~c!, the transient in
Fig. 11~c! does not deviate from the shape predicted by
BFT theory. The reason for this is the lack of a sufficien
high number of empty sites. Recall that for the FAST set
rate constants, the islands mainly consist of empty sites,
CO can diffuse into these islands, which causes a breakd
of the Avrami theorem. For the SLOW set of rate constan
the islands consist mainly of OH, and the islands coalesc
accordance with the Avrami theorem. ForD5100, we ob-
serve a transition from a progressive nucleation-and-gro
mechanism at low to an instantaneous nucleation-and-gro
mechanism at high final potentials. The transition is also
served for somewhat lower diffusion rates, such asD510.
This is exactly the transition observed experimentally
McCallum and Pletcher2 and Love and Lipkowski.7 It is
quite interesting to note that we cannot explain this tran
tion, with the present model, without invoking the role of C
diffusion.

The logarithm of the time of the current maximum
plotted vs the final potential in Fig. 12. The by now famili
change in slope from 40 to 119 mV is observed. Accord
to the BFT theory,

tmax5S 1

2pM0kG
D 1/2

, ~3.20!

and hence the plot has a slope ofd log kG /dE. Again the
arguments of previous sections can be used to explain
different slopes at low and highEf .

E. Comparison of FAST and SLOW with experiment

In this section, we discuss more specifically the diffe
ences between the FAST and SLOW sets of rate const
and how the simulations relate to experimental results.

One conspicuous difference between the voltammetr
FAST and SLOW is the fact that, for FAST, the CO oxid
tion peak occurs at a potential negative with respect to
OH adsorption-desorption peaks in CO-free solution~Fig. 1!,
whereas for SLOW, the CO oxidation peak occurs m
positive than the OH adsorption-desorption peaks~Fig. 8!.
Another consequence of this difference in CO oxidation ra
is that the total charge associated with the CO oxidation p
corresponds to 2 electrons per site for FAST, and to 3 e
trons per site for SLOW, as in the latter case completion
the CO oxidation leads to a surface fully covered by O
Interestingly, these facts agree very well with the differe
situations for CO oxidation on Pt and Rh single crystals.
Pt~111! and Pt~100!, the voltammetry in perchloric acid i
very similar to our Fig. 1~a! with fast CO diffusion, i.e., very
sharply peaked~see, e.g., Fig. 2 in Ref. 12 and Figs. 4 and
in Ref. 5!; assuming the CO oxidation requires 2 electro
the coverage estimated from the peak area agrees quite
with more direct spectroscopic estimates. On the other h
the voltammetry on Rh~100! is comparable to that shown i
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Fig. 8~a! ~i.e., mean field andD5100), with similar posi-
tions of the CO oxidation and the OH reduction peaks.34 The
coverage estimated from the peak area is indeed abou
times higher than that obtained from infrared measureme
This indicates that on rhodium the dissociative water adso
tion reaction~2.1! has its equilibrium on the OH side afte
the CO oxidation has been completed, implying that CO o
dation is much slower than OH adsorption. This would ag
with recentab initio quantum-chemical calculations whic
indicate that OH binds more strongly to Rh than to Pt, and
hence more reactive on Pt.35

If CO diffusion on Pt is fast, as one would conclud
from a comparison of the experimental and simulated vo
mmetry, our model would predict deviations from the cla
sical BFT current transients in potential step experiment
typical example of which is shown in Fig. 5~c!. Such devia-
tions have not been reported by Love and Lipkowski.7 How-
ever, depending on the exact CO surface mobility, these
viations may occur in only a limited range of final potentia
For rhodium, we are not aware of any potential step exp
ments, though such experiments would be interesting
comparison with platinum.

Some authors have suggested that the fact that the
oxidation peak occurs well before the OH adsorption peak
a CO-free solution, implies that the oxygen-containing s
cies reacting with adsorbed CO must be adsorbed H2O rather
than adsorbed OH. Our calculations clearly illustrate tha
the CO1OH reaction is fast, only a low OH coverage
needed to oxidize a CO monolayer. In Fig. 2~a!, the OH
coverage after the completion of the CO oxidation is ab
0.10 and would be even lower for higher CO oxidation rat

Finally, we return to the discrepancy between the exp
mental Tafel slopes and the ones predicted by our model
was already mentioned in Sec. III B, the experimental slo
reported by Love and Lipkowski deviate by a factor of
from the theoretical slopes, i.e., 80 and 240 mV, instead
40 and 120 mV as predicted by our model. If this deviation
real, one should also observe it in theEp2 log v plots. Only
Palaikis et al.5 and Richarz30 have reported such measur
ments, unfortunately only at relatively low scan rates, a
found slopes of 60–80 mV. Especially the slope of 60 mV
inconsistent with the slopes reported by Love and L
kowski, and we believe that the explanation given in S
III A, namely, that the 60–80 mV slopes were measured
the transition region of Fig. 4, is quite a plausible one. T
only major difference in experimental conditions betwe
the measurements of Love and Lipkowski and Palaikiset al.,
is the different base electrolyte concentration. Palaikiset al.
worked in a 1 M HClO4 solution, whereas Love and Lip
kowski used a 0.1 M HClO4 solution. This could point to-
wards a double-layer effect, as in the experiments of Lo
and Lipkowksi the double layer is more extended and he
the differences in the electrostatic potential that are exp
enced by species absorbed onto the electrode are only s
fraction of the difference in the externally applied potenti
If for instance the adsorbed OH is only partially discharg
~as seems to be the case for OH adsorbed on gold36!, the
extension of the double layer would have a strong influe
on the electrosorption valence.28 An electrosorption valence
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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different from 1 would change the potential dependence
Eqs.~2.3!–~2.5!. Clearly this explanation can only be tent
tive and awaits further experimental investigation.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

In this paper we have presented a detailed analysis
simple, but commonly accepted model of the electrocatal
CO oxidation on a platinum electrode. Although the mod
treats the structural features of the real system in a far
simplified manner, for the first time we have been able
obtain quite a detailed picture of the role of CO surface m
bility on the macroscopic electrochemical response by m
ing use of an efficient Monte Carlo algorithm which allow
the exact introduction of time in the MC methodology. Th
is in fact the first application of this DMC method to a
electrocatalytic reaction. The principal result of the pape
that the mean-field approximation, which is the stand
~though often tacitly made! assumption in the electrochem
cal literature, breaks down severely if the adsorbed spe
which are involved in bimolecular surface reactions, do
diffuse. This result is well established in the statistical m
chanics literature,24 but it seems to be especially relevant
electrochemistry as many authors have invoked from th
measurements that CO has a low mobility at the Pt/solu
interface at room temperature.9,10 This situation is in contras
with the CO oxidation on the Pt/gas interface, for which C
mobility is known to be high.37

Our MC results do not directly lend support to the id
that CO mobility is low at the platinum/solution interfac
The experimental voltammetric peak on Pt~100! and Pt~111!
is very sharp, which can only be reproduced by our simu
tions if CO diffusion is fast. However, if the CO1OH reac-
tion is assumed to be the intrinsically fastest reaction on
surface, and CO mobility is high, as seems to be the case
platinum, interesting deviations from the classical BF
theory for potential step current transients would be expec
due to a breakdown of the Avrami theorem. Such deviati
have not yet been reported experimentally.7 Experimentally,
there is a transition from a progressive nucleation and gro
at low potential to an instantaneous nucleation and gro
mechanism at high final potentials. This trend is also
exactly reproduced by our MC simulations. However, it m
be that at higher final potentials additional surface reacti
take place that are not included in our simple model. At a
rate, our results show clearly the type of information that c
be obtained from detailed MC and mean-field simulations
an assumed reaction mechanism, especially in direct c
parison with experimental results.

The nonlinear plot of logtmax vs Ef observed by Love
and Lipkowski in their potential step experiments is eviden
for the correctness of the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mec
nism for the electrocatalytic CO oxidation as summarized
Eqs.~2.1! and~2.2!. However, the nonlinearity of the plot i
not due to a change in nucleation-and-growth mechanism
has been suggested by these authors, but rather to the
ence of the OH desorption reaction which changes with
tential. In fact, we have shown that a very similar res
should be obtained from a plot of the voltammetric pe
potential vs the logarithm of the scan rate, a remarka
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simple prediction that apparently has not been realized
fore in the literature and awaits experimental confirmatio
We believe that since the change in the theoretical slo
agrees well with the experimental changes~even though their
absolute values differ by a factor of 2, an admittedly som
what disturbing discrepancy which also deserves further
perimental study!, we have provided evidence that th
oxygen-containing species with which CO reacts on the s
face, is an OH species and not an adsorbed H2O species, as
has been suggested by some authors. The rate of forma
of such a H2O species would be expected to have a much
weak potential dependence to explain the experimentally
served trends.

We think that the methodology presented in this pap
in spite of the still quite high level of simplicity, holds grea
promise in the understanding of electrocatalytic activi
There are many avenues open for future research. On
theoretical side, it is of interest to develop approximatio
that go beyond the mean-field approximation and comp
them to the MC results.24 Also, the reaction model itsel
could be refined. One possibility is to treat more accurat
the structural details of the CO adsorption, by allowing f
adsorption on bridge and other multicoordinated sites,
including lateral interactions. It is known that the small pr
wave which is observed in the oxidation of CO from
Pt~111! electrode, is due to the oxidation of multicoordinat
CO.14 The main oxidation wave is due to the oxidation
linearly and bridge-bonded CO. TheCARLOS program was in
fact designed to allow for multiple types of adsorption. A
other interesting topic is CO oxidation on modified Pt ele
trodes, such as Pt/Ru, Pt/Bi or Pt/Sn electrodes.15,38–40One
expects the activity of such substrates to depend quite c
cally on the CO migration properties, especially if the fo
eign metal forms islands on the surface. Finally, more co
plex reactions can be studied, such as methanol or for
acid oxidation.
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